• Cold dark matter makes up nearly 1/4 of the mass/energy of the universe! • Particle candidates for CDM -WIMPs (GeV-TeV masses)
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The Reach of CDMS at Soudan What do we learn if we see a signal?
• Current 90% C. L. limit corresponds to < 1 evt per 8 kg-d for Ge • bad charge collection (trapping and recombination) Not visible on coincidence events
Evidence of Radon contamination :
• rate e-rate ions recoils 5/kg.day Cryogenic detectors results and limits will improve in the coming year ! Convincing demonstration of any signal hint will require redondancy ! Large target mass is no guarantee of success, but will help to pinpoint systematics ! Very "anthropically", let's hope that Super WIMPs are less "natural" than SUSY WIMPs !
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